Smithsonian Exhibits fabricates all types of exhibit elements, from small displays to entire galleries. Our fabrication team can produce all exhibit components, including cases, acrylic vitrines, graphic panels, object mounts, and platforms. We can provide CNC machining and specialized object packing and crating. We have expertise in a wide range of materials, including metals, woods, acrylcs, and composites. We use conservation-approved materials and offer expert object handling and exhibit installation. What can we build for you?

**Contact:**
Ian Lilligren  
Head of Production  
301.238.2234  
lilligreni@si.edu

3400 Pennsy Drive  
Landover, MD 20785  
Main: 301.238.2090  
exhibits.si.edu

**Services:**
- Acrylic work  
- Cabinetry  
- Exhibit installation  
- Frank Acrylic Component System — Cases/vitrines  
- Metal fabrication  
- Prototyping  
- Specialty painting and finishing  
- Value engineering